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STATEMENT

I search for new horizons through art practice, and am highly
interested in interdisciplinary research projects at the intersection of
science, technology and art. In the last 10 years, I've been working on
light-sound installations, and have been exploring the relations and
intersections between space, light and sound. I've become particularly
interested in the notion of 'void' or 'an empty space', and this brought
me to understanding that my explorations converge with certain
scientific research topics. For instance, quantum physicists nowadays
are reexamining the notion of emptiness and are coming to the
conclusion that understanding 'nothing' may be the key for unlocking
the mysteries of our existence.
In my work, I am trying to visually emphasize the 'void' (the invisible)
and to articulate it in such a way that it becomes 'accessible' to the
viewers through their own emotional and mental experience. In my
installations, by reducing the visual elements and setting the
environment in a completely different, unexpected way with light,
geometry and sound, I try to make the spectators aware of the more
subtle qualities of the 'empty' space. I would like to overcome the limits
of the established concepts and bring new spatial experiences that
might change the standard perception of the world that surrounds us,
and open a way for people to appreciate the immaterial and the
invisible. The spiritual aspect is pushed aside in the material oriented
society that we live in, contributing to sociological or political problems.
I believe that fusion of art and science can open a platform for social
and cultural changes.

6 Lines and 2 Pains of Glass to See You, 2004
St Sava Temple, Belgrade, Serbia

6 Lines and 2 Pains of Glass to See You
2004, St Sava Temple, Belgrade, Serbia

Sounded Void 3, 2005, 46th October Art Salon, Legacy House, Belgrade, Serbia

Radio Light 487796 Cluster
Multimedia project, Belgrade, Serbia (carried out on the occasion
th
of the 150 anniversary of the birth of a great American scientists of
Serbian origin, Nikola Tesla), 2006
The idea of the project, for which I created the whole visual identity,
was to introduce the multidimensional aspects of Nikola Tesla's
personality to the public.
For this purpose, we created the multimedia artwork that unified visual
art (the light installation I designed inside the object), music (theremin
with classical music), choreography (acting performance), science and
wireless information technologies.
The two-level construction, sized 12 x 12 x 6 meters, was set on the
central square in the downtown of Belgrade. 14 computers were located
on the lower level and 8 plasma screens were on the upper level, and
they were facing the viewers that watched the performance from the
square. The viewers were able to modulate mathematical formulas or
build their own by the specially designed program which turned formulas
to visual images on the screens. The Led Screen was placed next to the
construction and it had 3 purposes: 1) to present Tesla's work and life; 2)
to present the mathematical functions that Tesla used and that we later
utilized as educational materials for the spectators, and 3) to connect in
real time with the researchers from Chicago that had made the
GNU/Linux Flashmobber program based on Tesla's ideas concerning
wireless communications.

Radio Light
Downtown Belgrade, 2006

INTERSECTIONS
Lasers installation, downtown Belgrade, 2007

Concept for this work was based on the connection of science, technology and art.
The light-spots were placed on four monuments of important figures from the Serbian
history, and laser beams were projected from them, up to the night sky, where they
intersected at the geometrical center between the monuments. My idea was to map
and highlight the important, carefully chosen parts of the history and to put them in
such a concept to emphasize that past and future are connected and, if taken properly
into consideration, can bring us to new perception of the past events.
The light diagrams established a synergy between an individual unique experience
of the present moment (the individual memory) and his/her simultaneous experience of
the four historical events (the collective memory) that were actually separated in time
and space.

SOUND OF LIGHT

Ana Knezevic is an artist who consistently implements the idea of spatial exploration in her work.
Her work is closely connected to different borderline procedures within the Euro American minimal
and conceptual art that is related to the previous generation of artists (Robert Irwin, Fred Sandback,
Dan Flavin, Daniel Buren).
Ana exploits the potential of the “imaginary” architectural semantics of a public space and primarily
create an assumption for the perception of space in its poetical and intellectual dimension of
experiencing a place (site). Ana Knezevic's opus is based on an articulation of compositions of
geometric abstraction on a two-dimensional surface and then in three dimensional space.
The axis of her work is created by a linear diagram that carries the phantasmal rhythms of color
and light discharge that denotes, in a particular way, the spatial planes of the ground plan in
regards to the picture's foreground (cycle Dragon's and Sounded, 2002). The artist begins with the
real physical space that becomes the subject of radical denotation of special planes and its
conventional statuses. In that sense, The Sound of Light is conceived as an ephemeral spatial
installation specially constructed for one of the two separate rooms of the Gallery “Belgrade”.
The physical space is in complete darkness or it can be taken as as the natural phone of night in
the open space that marks the imagined scope of a camera obscura. Different spatial compositions
made of laser light beams that “emerge” of the newly created back-ground, most often function as
pseudo-axonometric projection of a ground plan. The projections of dynamic turns of light linear
diagrams, will later take part in suggesting a consistent dematerialization of formal spatial planes
and their statuses the horizontal-vertical allocations, the impression of order, weight, stability or
our habits of spatial coordination on ground.
Diagrams made of light isolate individual linear turns similar to a melodic punctuation that functions
as a displaced echo (monument) of rational perception of the dimensions of physical space (of the
present moment), marked out rhythms of the ground (collective history) or our experience of walking
(individual memory) - Radio Light (2006) and Intersections (2007).
Exploration procedures that exploit the elements of quasi-purist abstraction, dynamic projections
of light and sophisticated electronic technology are the subject of an intuitive and direct physical
“calculation” in space that reveal new rhythms of purely emotional planes and a new poetic metric.
Thus, the names of the works - 6 Lines and 2 Pains of Glass to See You (2004), Faraway, so close
(2004) or Sounded Void 3 (2005). Sublime planes of pure tones of color and their linear modulations,
participate in the overall suggestion that the sound is that isolated and illusive newly created emotion,
emanation caught for a moment and stamped by the dark room”…here and now and the one that
strikes me with the sensual environment of light like a star in constant recessive twinkling…”
(La chambre Claire, Roland Barthes)
Perpetually configured focuses of sensual and spiritual balance lead us into a unique experience
of inhabited space as a virtual meeting place of disparate spatial planes, the continual process of
bringing closer the terra firma and the starry sky and an almost tactile feeling of inhabitation in a
kind of inter-temporal space.

Jelena Krivokapić

Sound of Light, 2007, Belgrade Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia

THE INNER ARCHITECTURE OF THE SOUL
The existence of light is usually implied; we do not wonder much about its physical being, theories of
wave extending or its corpuscular nature, we usually have a vague image about photons …
Some people can say that light does not really exist, and some others can complete and correct this
attitude saying that we become aware of light if there is an object in the linear way to stop its spreading,
that is, it exists only if it meets other objects or beings.
In the environment where an evolving course in the work of an artist is still important (that is, in the
environment which is rather reserved to achievements and radical cuts of all kinds), Ana Knežević's work
reliably follows the lines of continuity: she reached minimalism by reducing the abstract painting, she
brought a net of lines from the surface of the painting out into the space and in a completely logical way
she came to big urban interventions. These projects have brought her in the field of high technologies,
the field in the dividing zone of art and science.
The laser beam is a perfect line in the space. This achievement as well as all other technological breaks
in the modern epoch and earlier was born under support of war industry and then reached the industry
of entertainment. It has happened that laser technology has turned aside from the path marked between
death and carelessness into the field of medicine and art, the fields that exist to our advantage and not
our disadvantage. Ana Knežević used such a possibility her already formulated language of work in the
space was enlarged with another medium, a step towards a further line dematerialization.
However, we can wonder why there is at all that reduced ambientalization in the closed space of the gallery
or in the open space of the town. Are these three-dimensional drawings only scenography or are they here
to point to a deeper intention of the artist? The marked lines in the space, the segmented sections of dark,
underlined by sound as another important dimension,produce a reduced, but a universal platform for
the experience of the one who enters the space. This platform is set in such a way that the question of the
traditional belief that radical geometry is deprived of emotions is in doubt. On the contrary, the works of
Ana Knežević are created with the purpose to serve as unique resonators of emotions. Or thoughts.
The instruction, which the artist herself gives by the title Lines of Desire as a clear paraphrase of the title
of a Wender's film - the film about the non-material and chasity, additionally directs our experience.
In this issue of making Ana Knežević's visual ideas be spatial, another inversion appeared referring her
previous works sound, to be precise music, which came as a final layer in the previous works, that is
a posteriori, now preceeds a spatial creation. The work in the space of the Gallery “Nadežda Petrović”
in Čačak executed with the material to which the “black light” multiplies reflective power, originated as a
spontaneous, intuitive response to the sound. Another important premise of Ana Knežević's work
represents the given space, its characteristics here the whole setting has been reconsidered in such a
way that the symmetry of the space has been taken into consideration, and symmetry almost always
suggests a certain dimension of holiness.
...

Lines of Desire, 2009, Nadezda Petrovic Gallery, Cacak, Serbia

That dimension of silenced holiness is intensified by the fact of uniqueness, the inimitable of these works.
Ana Knežević's settings can only incompletely be documented. That “non-photographability” disables
each additional reading of light structures. In order to experience them, the viewer must enter these
spaces, all the mediators are excluded just in the way how you should go to the place of pilgrimage
in person.
It is generally possible to speak about light as such, you may picture the beam that comes from a light
source in space, the beam that absolutely never meets another celestial body that announces its
presence. It is similar with love, too it is possible, in philosophical or even theological speculations,
to speak about love as such, but we are aware that the emotion really exists only if another human
being exists to receive it. The ambiental works of Ana Knežević are visualized and executed as a kind
of a visual evidence of that attitude.

Mileta Prodanović

Lines of Desire (details)
2009, Nadezda Petrovic
Gallery,Cacak, Serbia

Raison d'être, an ambiental installation by Ana Knezevic in the Chaos Gallery

The Essence of Space
Seen in the context of 21st century visual art, the idea of drawing as a primary medium
can be traced back to an impulsive author's note and the traditional drawing on paper
leading to conceptual plastic art structures or their spatial installations and projections.
In addition to the Chaos Gallery which has been for nearly two decades promoting drawing
in its various forms and has fostered a broad view of this media extending its boundaries,
the Vladimir Velickovic foundation award contest has inspired new motivation in the art of
drawing. This contest, founded in 2008, which animates younger artists (up to fourty years)
is realized by this specialized gallery which exhibits award winners' works as well.
Ana Knezevic is the second award winner for drawing from the Vladimir Velickovic foundation
for 2009. Her latest work Raison d'être is a possible answer to the question What is drawing
today? Accepting the idea that drawing undergoes transformation as does every creative
process in terms of time, Ana Knezevic explores spatial geometric drawing and the inter-relations of the space soundlight dimension. By creating an overall ambience in an black-lit
gallery, using reduced visual elements correspondent to the geometric concept, she creates
lines with fluorescent threads stretching from floor to ceiling, while fine light effects and sound
frequencies suggest an illusion of mysterious cosmic distances and an achievement of synergy.
This site-specific project in its spatial inclusiveness creates in viewers an impression of absolute
presence which, being a distinctive echo of emotions and contemplation, makes this ambiental
situation unparalleled. The convincing power of the multimedia installation Raison d'être lies in
the annulment of the gap between the spectator and the work, as it invites us into an inner space
of its own, and at the same time engages all our senses ensuring the utmost effect of the message
conveying harmony quest as an eternal stimulation. In the preface named The Essence of Space,
Miroslav Karić focuses on these phenomena in the work of Ana Knezevic.
Names of projects realized by Ana Knezevic in the course of this last decade: Sounded Void,
Sound of light, Lines of Desire illustrate her focus on exploring space and its comprehensive
projections in which real and virtual merge.
Ljiljana Ćinkul, Politika Daily, March 6th 2010
Raison d'être, 2010, CHAOS Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia

Light on Void, 2011
DKSG Gallery,
Belgrade, Serbia

Light on Void, 2011
DKSG Gallery,
Belgrade, Serbia

The Love Synapse, 2012 Third Belgrade Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia

While Ana is making new hypsometrical relations
Only one colour is capable of releasing visual arts from flaws.
And it must glow! Fluorescent colours are hypertrophied realistic colours. All of the embodiments
of natural energy are expressed with bright colours, and so fluo is connected to supernatural, even
with neon signs. While they weaken the purposefulness of time, they bring space in, too with the light,
1
thus revealing the structure of the order of the universe. Like an X-ray, the Awareness is observed
now through phosphorescence that illuminates darkness, the dark, the black hole, whereupon all facts,
fictions and realities have originated and disappeared.2 Only occasional inscriptions on glass3 represent
4
the first indications of space. And what a space it is! One collective dream is softly illuminated with two
stretched rectangles, being shined upon and created by black-light reflectors, but the tightness, the
tension, represents the suspense which Ana uses to prepare us for the habitat of the focus.
The simplicity possessed by complexity as its own domain is confirmed in the precise measuring and
in determining the starting and neuralgic points of the gallery space and time, which Ana alters with her
light again and again. Her reduction is an expression of finiteness and completeness. The total sum of
the three widths of the columns in the gallery creates an angle in relation to the central axis, the outsets
of the rectangles match the outlines of the windows, the clearly planned and emphasised form of the
rectangle, almost ritually aspires towards higher, abstract, absolving structures of thinking. It reminded
me of how it took me hours to verify the claim that all of the numbers the total of which is nine are divisible
by nine. Ana has created a map of a world of outsets. Her seemingly simple style offers unusual capa5
cities to create paradoxical connections. Ana teaches us geometry of liquid the moment we turn towards
water. The two beats that we hear just before we are faced with a decision of whether to change our
position and have a better look at the two empty rectangles simply because they are not emptiness but
an activity in a field we have not reached yet. Turn and ... two beats, two rectangles, two spaces...
everything was suggesting a new dualism and dichotomy. It is as if Ana was reading excerpts from
6
Atharva Vedas creating othernesses for us, for herself.
Love! has proven itself as our only lasting aspect, while the world is turning upside-down, and the screen
is going dark.7
We are within the space of desire. The second glance has led us towards the reflection on the glass, which
leads us to the city lights on the water. Magical8 doubled constructs are amalgamated with lights in an ever
new cohesion. Desire for the other is satisfied for a moment, at least with a quiver. As in the Illuminations
game: clicking on one square lights up other squares, everything is slowly consolidated, we go to other
levels; we walk on water, miracles do happen after all!
Jelena Spaić

1

Frederick Turner believes that the purpose of beauty is adaptation. This idea is given two interpretations: the first one says that art serves us to
cope with this world, and the other, that the art reveals to us the structure of the order of the universe, referring to the correspondence between
the sense of beauty and the deepest endeavours of the universe towards the whole. This thesis refers to the seven general features of the universe:
self-similarity, unity in multiplicity, complexity within simplicity, creativity and generativeness, rhythmicity, symmetry and hierarchical organisation.

2

The material elements are not expressed before they were created. From this subtle, unexpressed state a manifestation emanates, like air emanates
out of ether, fire from air, water from fire, earth from water... in the beginning and the end, all of the elements are unexpressed, they are expressed
only in the middle... Bhagavad-Gita.

3

From 12 to 16 of October 2011, “Collective Actions” art group presented their work. They also represented Russia at the Venice Biennale.

4

3rd Belgrade as a Collective Dream dreamt by Anica Vučetić, Olivera Parlić, Sanja Latinović, Marina Marković, Milorad Miša Mladenović, Radoš
Antonijević, Marko Marković and Selaman Trtovac. Also, Selman Trtovac, Third Belgrade as a mental and physical art space.

5

Of all the manifestations of matter, liquid is possibly closest to chaos and the non-expounded.

6

Power of sound and rhythmic vibrations, mantra theory as the sound origin of the overall matter and the world.

7

Martin Amis, the Times, 6 November, 2006.

8

Based on the sources from the 11th and 12th centuries the love magic was recorded amongst Proto-Slavic tribes. In order to be loved, girls would give
young men water they had bathed in ... Š. Kulišić, Neobični običaji, Belgrade, 1968, pp. 95.

The Love Synapse, 2012
Third Belgrade Gallery,
Belgrade, Serbia

The Love Synapse, 2012
Third Belgrade Gallery,
Belgrade, Serbia
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EDUCATION
2002: MFA Painting, University of
Fine Arts, Belgrade, Serbia
2003/04: Studied MFA Painting
program at Massachusetts College of
Art, Boston, USA

COLABORATIVE PUBLIC ART PROJECTS AND OTHER COLLABORATIVE WORKS
2012

Visual concept and live manipulation of picture with the Max msp jitter software;
Collaboration with a sound artist and performer Lyn Goeringer for a concert in Studio 2 at
TIMARA department at Oberlin Conservatory of Music, Oberlin, Ohio, USA.

2009

Co-author of light/sound/video installation ‘The Messenger of Light’ performed at the 153rd
anniversary of Nikola Tesla’s birth at the 25th Universiade in Belgrade; Collaboration with a
visual artist Anica Vucetic and the Nikola Tesla Museum.

2008

Author of visual concept - light/sound installations and live manipulation of picture with the
Isadora software for the improvisational electro-acoustic trio Eruption at DKSG Theatre,
Belgrade, December 2008 in collaboration with programmer Rastko Lazic.

2008

Author of visual concept - light/sound installations in collaboration with the Free culture
organization for the project event Freedom Toaster & Feedback Loop, Rex Cultural Center,
Belgrade, Serbia.

2007

Author of visual concept - light/sound installations for the concert 'Requiem for Nikola Tesla'
by composer Ksenija Zecevic, Bojan Sudjic conductor, RTS (Serbian National Broadcast)
symphony orchestra, RTS choir, RTS children’s choir, 4 solo singers - at the Ilija Kolarac
Foundation Concert Hall, Belgrade, 2007; produced by BELEF Center.

2007

Author of light/sound installation ‘Intersection’ performed at the manifestation ’The Days of
Belgrade’ - collaboration with the scientists from Mihailo Pupin’s institute; produced by
BELEF Center.

2006

Author of visual concept - light/sound installations in collaboration with an art activist Zoe
Gudovic for the 10th anniversary of the organization 'Women at Work', Rex Cultural Center,
Belgrade, Serbia.

2006

Author of concept and idea for the construction and lighting design for the multimedia
project ‘Radio Light 487796– Cluster‘ in Belgrade; Collaboration with a theatre director
Gordana Lebovic and a composer/programmer Vedran Vucic; produced by BELEF Center.

SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2013
2013
2012
2011

White Balance, “ U podrumu” Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
White Balance, Gallery 73, Belgrade, Serbia
The Love Synapse, Third Belgrade Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Light on Void, Gallery DKSG , Belgrade, Serbia

2011
2011
2010
2009
2009
2007
2005
2003
2002
2000

Inner Symmetry, Gallery ITS-Z1 - International test site , Ritopek, Serbia
From the Limbic Depths, DOB Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Raison d’être, Gallery Chaos, Belgrade, Serbia
Infra-Thin, Science Festival, ENS, Paris, France
Lines of Desire, Nadezda Petrovic Gallery, Cacak, Serbia
Sound of light, Belgrade Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Sounded void, Planetarium, Belgrade, Serbia (BELEF 2005)
Sounded vision, Patricia Doran Gallery, Massachusetts College of Art, Boston, USA
®evolution, Gallery of the Institute for Research of the Cultural Development, Belgrade,
Serbia
Forgame, Gallery of the Student’s Cultural Center, Belgrade, Serbia

SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2013
2013
2013
2012

2011
2010
2010
2010
2009
2006
2006
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2003
2003
2003
2001
2000
2000

Salon des Réalités Nouvelles, Parc Floral de Paris, Paris, France
New Serbian Abstraction, RTS Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Sopocanska vidjenja, MMC Gallery, Novi Pazar, Serbia
Art Salon/Wiener Stadtische collection of Contemporary Art, Progres Gallery, Belgrade,
Serbia
Soundscape, Gallery 73, Belgrade, Serbia
Art Salon/Wiener Stadtische collection of Contemporary Art, Gallery of Contemporary Art,
Nis, Serbia
Art Salon/Wiener Stadtische collection of Contemporary Art, Gallery of the Cultural Center
Vrsac , Vrsac, Serbia
Sculpture, object or where is the boundary, Art Pavilion Cvijeta Zuzoric, Belgrade, Serbia
Colors of the Sound, Progres Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Autumn Salon, Pavilion Cvijeta Zuzoric, Belgrade, Serbia
Exhibition of the New Belgrade artists, Gallery of the National Museum, Valjevo, Serbia
Fascinating Geometry, MKM/Magacin in Kraljevica Marka Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Switch, Hadik Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
Youth 2006, Nis Art Foundation Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
46th October Art Saloon, Legacy House, Belgrade, Serbia
Madl Art, Pavilion Cvijeta Zuzoric, Belgrade, Serbia
Crossways, Rafael Mihailov Gallery, Veliko Trnovo, Bulgaria
Crossways, Gallery Nikola Petrov, Vidin, Bulgaria
Crossways, Nationa Museum Gallery, Zajecar, Serbia
Crossways, Cultural Center “Stevan Mokranjac” Gallery, Negotin, Serbia
Drawings, Patricia Doran Gallery, MassArt, Boston, USA
Autumn Salon, ULUS Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
ID N' DI, Gallery of the Student’s Cultural Center, Belgrade, Serbia
33rd Deliblatski pesak, Gallery of the Contemporary art, Pancevo , Serbia
Drawings, DOB Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Youth Exibition, Konak Knjeginje Ljubice Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia

2000

LEMEK, “Dom Vojske” Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia

2012
2012
2012

AWARDS
2012
2009
2009
2007

CEC ArtsLink residential Award, New York, NYC
Award for drawing from Vladimir Velickovic Fund for 2009, Belgrade, S erbia
Politika award finalist from the Vladislav Ribnikar Fund for the most successful exhibition
in Serbia in 2009
Award on the competition organized by City Assembly/Secretary of Culture in Belgrade for
the concept and idea for 'The Days of Belgrade'.

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS
2012
2012
2012
2012
2011
2011
2010
2009
2009
2007
2005

Catalogue: Slavko Timotijevic, Autumn Art Salon, Gallery of Contemporary art / City
Museum, Sombor, Serbia
Catalogue: Art Salon/Wiener Stadtische collection of Contemporary Art, Progres Gallery,
Belgrade, Serbia
Catalogue: Simona Ognjanovic and Jelena Spaic, The Love Synapse, Third Belgrade
Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Catalogue: Jerko Denegri and Simona Ognjanovic, Soundscape, Gallery 73, Belgrade,
Serbia
Catalogue: Mara Prohaska, Light on Void, DKSG Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Catalogue: Maida Gruden, From the Limbic Depths, DOB Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Catalogue: Miroslav Karic, Space Being, Gallery Chaos, Belgrade, Serbia
Catalogue: Mileta Prodanovic, Inner Architecture of the Soul, Nadezda Petrovic Gallery,
Cacak, Serbia
Catalogue: Miroslav Karic, Fascinating Geometry, MKM Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Catalogue: Jelena Krivokapic, Sound of light, Belgrade Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
Catalogue: Ruen Ruenov, Five (Serbian) girls, Nikola Petrov Gallery, Vidin, Bulgaria

SELECTED ARTICLES/REVIEWS
2011

ArtFama magazine: Ljubomir Todorovic, Inner symmetry at ITS, July

2010
2007
2000

Politika Daily -Belgrade: Ljiljana Cinkul, The Essence of Space, March 6
Blic daily-Belgrade, Milena Marjanovic, Sound of light by Ana Knezevic, June 12th
Borba Daily - Belgrade: Art Events column, Savo Popovic, Minimalist action, December

th

th

15

WORK IN COLLECTIONS
Wiener Städtische Collection, Belgrade, Serbia
Museum of Contemporary art in Vojvodina, Novi Sad, Serbia
Banja Luka Municipalyty Collection, Banja Luka, Republic of Srpska
Nadezda Petrovic Gallery Collection, Cacak, Serbia
Collection of the Cultural Center and Gallery MMC, Novi Pazar, Serbia

